
Good evening everyone and thank you so much for being here.  My name is John 
Nguyen and here is my colleague Johnathan Emahiser and we are both current 
second year medical students of the DO22 cohort.  We conducted a study on 
students’ perceptions regarding lecture attendance and what they believe could 
increase attendance.
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Throughout the nation, there has been a decline in class attendance, most prevalent 
among second year medical students, especially with the availability of online lecture 
recordings, logistical challenges, and a disagreement on the primary purpose of 
lecture.
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There has been a discussion on whether the primary purpose of class time is 
supposed to be about developing professionalism as a physician or about maximizing 
learning to achieve high boards scores.  From students’ point of view, lecture is 
viewed as a way to obtain information to score well on exams and therefore, 
attendance may not be necessary.  From the professors’ view, lecture and 
attendance are seen as methods to develop professionalism because medical 
students will become future physicians.  One fact studied by Kaufmann et al. is that 
there is no correlation between attendance and performance.
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In addition, there is disagreement between medical school administrations on the 
value of attendance. On the one end of new curriculum changes seen are the 
early clinical experiences of medical students who immediately undergo 
medical assistant or EMT training, which allows/requires them to be 
physically engaged with patients while learning. On the other, are schools 
utilizing independant-directed study curriculum where there are very few 
classes, and students are given goals for educational attainment and expected 
to meet them largely unsupervised. Then there is the intermediary approach 
of schools like Harvard, who use medical cases to guide medical student 
learning and discussion. Other schools use these various mechanism to a 
lesser extent, I.e. Clinical Integrated Sessions or Directed Study Assignments
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Very few studies have looked into the students’ perspectives regarding lecture 
attendance except a study by Billings-Gagliardi, in which the purpose of the study 
was to assess electronic access to study materials impacted attendance.  There was 
no correlation between electronic materials and attendance, but rather students 
attended lecture based on an overall perceived learning and benefit from the lecture.  
Another study by Kaufmann also found that there was not correlation between 
attendance and performance. 
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The purpose of this study is to identify what students’ expectations of lectures, 
reasons for not attending, and suggestions for improvement.  The goal is to discover 
what would motivate students to come back to the classroom instead of studying 
elsewhere.
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Upon IRB approval and ruling the project as exempt, a survey was sent to 322 first 
and second year medical students of the DO21 and DO22 cohorts with a 45% 
response rate.  The participants answered a variety of questions about reasons for 
skipping lecture, recommendations for lecture improvement, and specialty to topics 
outside of academia such as habits of self-care and reasons for entering medicine.
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3 broad categories of research result
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• 22% attend daily• 19% attend most (skip 1-3 lectures / week)• 16% attend half• 39% attend mandatory lectures only
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Confidence in curriculum’s ability to prepare students did not correlate with 
attendance in any way, which is interesting given the lack of correlation found 
between grades and attendance according to recent studies.

Possible social element of classroom attendance. Students that do show up are more 
likely to pursue more human interaction-heavy specialties. It’s possible that they are 
just like people, which is why they go to classroom filled with people. This is in line 
with our additional finding that students who cited a desire to contribute to society 
(in our survey, not during medical school application – that would be everybody) 
were more likely to attend class. 

Also: Students that used mnemonics 2.5x more likely to attend. This finding doesn’t 
really make sense in a number of ways, including recent research on the low value of 
most mnemonics to medical students, so this is an area for future study.
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This is a lot of data. Let’s break it down.
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The first sub-category of reasons student’s don’t attend class includes the bulk of 
respondents – Class Style.

According to our data, the main reason that students do not attend lecture is due to 
a perceived greater efficiency and ability to learn by not going. This includes 
everything from the convenience and versatility of recorded lecture materials. 
Multiple comments in this survey mentioned the ability to speed up, slow down, and 
replay portions of a lecture as being very useful to students. Other students simply 
didn’t appreciate a professor’s teaching style or preferred outside resources style of 
delivering a class’s information.
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Interestingly, non-academic reasons for skipping class were fairly uncommon.
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For the most part, the 1st and 2nd years were similar in their responses to the survey, 
with the exception of this question. The first years were much more likely to miss 
class in order to prepare for another class’s test than the second years. This indicates 
either a change in student’s time-management skills between the cohorts, or 
possibly a problem with the scheduling in the first year’s curriculum. This is another 
area for future study.
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Let’s break this down as well.
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Educators should be glad to know that when students are missing class, they are still 
studying class materials – either reading the posted powerpoints or watching the 
recorded lecture.
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About half of both cohorts also made good use of learning tools such as study guides, 
flashcards, and/or the popular third party boards prep video series - Boards and 
Beyond.
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First years were more likely to use Youtube videos and study guides posted by upper 
classmen. Given how the second year students are the first class to go through a new 
curriculum, they probably didn’t have reliable study guides posted from upper 
classmen to use.

As for the use of Youtube, I can say from personal experience that there is a large 
number of free resources on Youtube that are effective for first year. There are 
significantly less for second year.
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Second year material is supplemented/covered much more effectively by the third 
party board prep resources Pathoma and Sketchy.
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Finally, we asked students what might bring them back to the classroom.
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Board-focus lecture content was the most popular among students in both of the 
first and second years which agrees with other studies.  
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This meant having more second and third-order boards style exams and lessons on 
how to study efficiently for boards.  One interesting point was that students would 
like the faculty to know “high-yield” topics.  Some members of our faculty write 
questions for the board exams, so they do know the testable content.  Furthermore, 
some professors look over our boards materials.  And given their teaching 
experience, faculty likely understand what is boards relevant, but that understanding 
has not translated to the students.  There is a disconnect between faculty and the 
student body.

The key is making class board-relevant, but also efficient. Given how competitive 
residencies are, students are reasonable in wanting to spend their time preparing for 
the exam that essentially decides their future. Given how the USMLE recent 
converted to a pass/fail format, it will be very interesting to see how these study 
results progress.
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The next category is about professors.
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The quality of the teaching style and presentation largely plays a role in student’s 
decisions to attend class.  This may be due to individual student learning preferences.  
And again, processors who will mention boards info is a key factor. 

Quality of a professor’s presentation is equally important to board relevance. One 
area for additional study from this survey is the specifics of what makes a high or low 
quality teaching style or presentation. Interestingly, a professor’s passion for a 
subject is not as important to students, and might not be seen as a measure of 
quality.
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Last is curriculum structure
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DSA’s are not popular, and neither were the CIS lectures.
- Too much material / non-specific learning objectives
- May improve with the recycling of study guides
- CIS’s are almost always too many people for a useful discussion

Cognitive Integration is better for Second years than for First years.
- Both classes desired better communication between the departments, citing 
illogical or out-of place lecture presentation and excessive repetition.
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Logistics: 
- Given the general trend of increasing class sizes, I expect this to become a more 

important aspect of attendance in years to come. -
- Also, as a personal aside, parents are becoming increasingly common in medical 

school. Having some sort of accomodation for childcare would be amazing.

Value
- It is important to understand that medical students’ perspective of time. Unless 
they have mandatory attendance policies, students need to believe that class-time is 
better spent in the classroom if they are going to attend. Some examples
- Directed Study Assignments (DSA’s)

- DSA’s should not be a replacement for a lecture. DSAs should be 
preparation for a discussion.

- It’s also important to have realistic expectations of how much work can be 
accomplished the time allotted for a DSA in student’s schedules. An hour 
to read and digest an entire chapter of most pathology textbooks is not 
possible. There are resources educators can use to calculate the amount of 
time students need to read, digest, and effectively learn the material of a 
DSA.

- Discussion-based lectures (Clinically Integrated Sessions)
- If DSA’s prepare the students effectively, this is where students should be 

forced out of their comfort zones and into true engagement.
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- It is all too common, given increasing class sizes, for over one hundred 
students to be crammed into a classroom where any semblance of useful 
communication is all but impossible. From experience, these discussions 
essentially involve the same 5 people. Even if whoever is leading the 
discussion starts calling on people at random, students come to these large 
group discussions expecting to be part of a sea of faces and are thus 
distracted or unprepared.

- The solution is small group discussions of, ideally, 5-10 students. If 
necessary, stagger the use of rooms and educators so that students who 
are not participating in the group discussion are involved with some other 
activity, such as OMM, clinical simulations, etc.

- Boards Relevancy
- In terms of incentive, it is hard for all educators to compete with the sway 

Step1/Comlex1 has over students. These tests have so much influence over 
student’s futures that students actively skip the lectures of professors who 
write questions for the NBME/NBOME due to a perceived lack of efficiency 
in learning.

- The key to refilling classroom seats is not simply focusing on high yield 
board topics, but engagement.

- Anyone can read a powerpoint into a microphone. It takes a true educator 
to answer questions clearly, guide discussions productively, and provide 
experiences that imbeds an idea so deeply in the minds of their students 
that they couldn’t forget if they wanted to.

- Educators have several advantages:
- Students can’t take boards if they don’t pass classes. They are a captive 

audience to some extent.
- Educators can work as a team and leverage resources that students are 

already using
- If a resource Pathoma is liked by students, use it. Fill in the gaps 

with Robbins. There is a lot of information for your students to 
learn. Find ways to simplify it whenever possible.

- Understand that students are connected in multiple ways. In my 
experience, even the most gung-ho “gunners” in my class are 
willing to share their resources with others. Today’s medical 
students are team players. Even in the context of a pandemic, my 
cohort is working collaboratively online to ensure none of us miss 
deadlines and has everything we need. Educators will benefit from 
harnessing these connections. 

- Most importantly, educators can provide unique, live experiences. Not a book. Not 
a video. Get creative. Experiments are not just limited to a lab! 

- My favorite professors routinely involved props, singing, and even 
games in their lectures. One lecture had every student use piece of 
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copy-paper to illustrate the folding of the stomach during 
embryogenesis. I still remember it, almost four years later. 

- I also had some really dreadful attempts at engagement from those 
same professors. That’s ok. They adapted, and the next year had 
different experiences.
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MS, PhD, MSMEL
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Email them to us! We’re stuck at home!
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